INCLUSIVE PLAY FOR ALL AGES AND ABILITIES

His sister helped him into the swing.
She kissed his cheek, gave him a
push and felt both of their
lives change forever.

Play breaks down barriers.
Play unites us all.

PLAY HAS NO LIMIT.
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ALL COMMUNITIES

Reinventing inclusive play.
For more than three decades GameTime has designed inclusive play
spaces that bring together people of all ages and abilities and make
communities stronger. Now we’re reinventing inclusive play innovation
with new products, research, and resources that transform a play space
into a sensory-rich experience.

Every community deserves access to
fun, social and multigenerational play.
That’s been our commitment to inclusive play
and to enriching childhood since 1929.

ALL GENERATIONS
ALL ABILITIES
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DESIGNING

INCLUSIVE PLAY
SPACES

7 Principles

of Inclusive Playground Design®

The 7 Principles of Inclusive Playground Design® are
found in PlayCore’s Me2SM Design Guide. GameTime uses
these best practices to ensure your play space meets the
needs of all children. Learn more at gametime.com/me2.
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Innovative, inclusive products like
our new Sensory Wave ClimberTM
provide all five developmental
benefits for children of all abilities.

Inclusive design increases a play environment’s
usability for people of all abilities.
A truly inclusive playground addresses the developmental needs
of the whole child by intentionally providing opportunities for
physical, cognitive, communication, social-emotional and
sensory development.

DEVELOPMENTAL BENEFITS
Physical
Gross and fine motor development

Cognitive
Problem-solving, abstract thinking, learning

Communication
Expressive, receptive, pragmatic language

Social-Emotional
Interaction, cooperation and self-confidence

Sensory
Sight, touch, taste, smell, hearing, vestibular
and proprioception

ENHANCING THE SENSES, ENRICHING CHILDHOOD

Adaptive switch capability allows
individuals with limited upper body
or fine motor control the ability to
activate auditory features.
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BACKED BY RESEARCH AND RESOURCES

Visit gametime.com/nds to learn more
about National Demonstration Sites.

To help communities address the needs of the whole child,
and to provide all five developmental benefits, we provide
resources like Me2SM 7 Principles of Inclusive Playground
Design®. Developed in partnership with PlayCore and Utah
State University Center for Persons with Disabilities, Me2 is
an education resource and best practice design guide for
inclusive play environments that increases the usability for
people of all generations, backgrounds and abilities.
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Developed in partnership with PlayCore and Lekotek,
2PlayTogether® fosters friendships through character
development. This resource equips programmers with
tips and activities that will promote play, understanding,
and fun between children of all abilities.

7 Principles

of Inclusive Playground Design®

Playground Activities
to Foster Friendships Through Inclusive Play

The AblePlay rating system was developed
by Lekotek - the leading authority on play for
children with disabilities. Lekotek conducted
an independent evaluation of many GameTime
products and their AblePlay rating has been
awarded for the developmental areas of
physical, sensory, communication, cognitive and
social-emotional benefits. Look for the AblePlay
rating on products in this brochure.
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The 7 Principles of Inclusive Playground Design® are best
practices that ensure your play and recreation space meets
the needs of all children. Here are some examples of
how the 7 Principles can be aligned to the design of your
play space. For a complete overview of the principles,
guidelines and benefits, reference the Me2 guidebook.

7 Principles
Be Fair
Be Included
Be Smart
Be Independent
Be Safe
Be Active
Be Comfortable

Developmental Benefits
Social-Emotional
Physical
Sensory
Cognitive
Communication
Molded seat with high backs found
on Zero G Swing®, Sky Run Zip Track®,
and Merry Go All® accommodate
children’s diverse physical
characteristics.

Wide ramps and decks
accommodate multiple users
and encourage movement
throughout the structure.

Developmental play patterns,
such as looping, encourage
repetitive, active play.

ADA compliant safety surfaces
provide accessible routes of travel
throughout the environment.
Activities like the Rock
‘N Raft offer movement
experiences and an
interactive gathering spot.

7 Principles

of Inclusive Playground Design®

Rockin’ Robin provides a cozy spot
where children can seek sensory
relief or play alone, if desired.

Shade on the play structure
and in seating areas are
ways to provide relief from
environmental conditions.
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Multigenerational play activities such as
musical instruments encourage creativity,
social interaction and fun for all.

Learn more about the 7 Principles
of Inclusive Playground Design.
Request the Me2 design guide at
gametime.com/me2
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INNOVATIVE

INCLUSIVE PLAY
PRODUCTS

Expression Swing is the only swing to promote
multigenerational attunement for toddlers and
family members of all ages.

DR. STUART BROWN, M.D.
AUTHOR, AND FOUNDER OF THE
NATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR PLAY

“The Expression Swing is a wonderful design
that... allows intergenerational mutual play to
occur throughout the life cycle.”
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SENSORY PLAY

Auditory Rain Sensor
Hypnetic Visual Sensor

Molded-in Tactile Finger Maze

Color Wheel Visual Sensor

Auditory Bell Sensor

INCLUSIVE BENEFIT

Pachinko Visual Sensor

Jam Box Auditory Sensor
with Adaptive Switch Input
allows users with limited upper
body and fine motor control to
activate the auditory features.

GT SensorsTM
GT Sensors provide visual, auditory and tactile stimulation as children climb,
play and explore. Available in 20” and 12” sizes, and single and double-sided
configurations, GT Sensors transform a playground into a sensory play experience.
Learn more and view all of our GT Sensor options at gametime.com/sensors

View all configurations at
gametime.com/sensorywave

Create a Sensory Play Experience
Sensory Wave Climber™ is available as a deck-to-deck link, ground-todeck attachment or a freestanding climber so you can add inclusive,
sensory climbing play anywhere on your playground. Every model
features front-reach capability for people using mobility devices,
adaptive switch options and a wide range of auditory, tactile and visual
sensors to enhance the play experience for children of all abilities.
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Add GT Sensors™ to our new Sensory
Wave Ramp™ to transform an ordinary
accessible ramp into an extraordinary
play experience for all children!
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SENSORY PLAY

INCLUSIVE
INCLUSIVE BENEFIT
BENEFIT

Sensory Wave Climber™

A Climber that Excites the Senses
The Sensory Wave Climber™ is the industry’s first playground
climber that allows children of all abilities to enjoy the benefits of
climbing while enhancing sensory development. Strategically placed
molded-in grips, hand holds and transfer area provide additional
support for children of all abilities to maneuver through the climber.
With a wide array of auditory, visual and tactile sensors, you can create
a sensory-rich freestanding or play system experience for all.

Auditory

Tactile

With nearly two dozen sensors to choose
from, this is the industry’s first climber
to provide a customizable sensory play
experience. The unique design allows
front reach capability from a mobility
device. It’s an inclusive climbing and
sensory play combo unlike any other.
View all configurations at
gametime.com/sensorywave

Visual

Customize your
experience.
Spin Chime

Giggle Box

JamBox

Piano

Mezzo

Lava

Hourglass

Make It Rain

Pachinko

Twist Ball

Hypnetic

Adaptive Switch Capable Sensors

Switch not included

Bells
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Adaptive switch
capability allows
individuals with
limited upper body
or fine motor control
the ability to activate
auditory features.

Wave Sound

Genoa

Roller Ball

Flat Mirror

Fun Mirror

Color Wheel

Red

Orange

Yellow

Green

Light Blue

GT SensorsTM are availble
in 20” and 12” sizes, as
well as single and double
sided configurations. See
gametime.com/sensors
for complete details.
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MUSIC AND AUDITORY PLAY

INCLUSIVE BENEFIT

Make Beautiful Music...Together!
Music is an inherently inclusive activity that encourages social and
creative play. It enhances cognitive skill and reduces anxiety. Plus,
it’s a lot of fun for children and adults of all abilities! Our new GT
Symphony™ collection makes beautiful music easy to make on the
playground. Learn more at gametime.com/symphony.

About GT Symphony™

Melody Chimes

Cantata Chimes

Tuned to a pentatonic (five-note) scale to prevent “wrong notes”

Conga Drums

Harmonic Chimes

Available as 1, 3 or 7 chime configurations.

Jazz Combo Chimes

GT Symphony™ is a collection
of precision-tuned musical
instruments designed in
partnership with Freenotes™
Harmony Park, a PlayCore
Company. Add a symphony
of inclusive music to your
GameTime playground!

Available as a minor scale (left), major
scale (right) or as a combo (shown).

Angled at 35-degrees to create a comfortable experience for young children, as well as people who use mobility devices.
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MUSIC AND AUDITORY PLAY

Drum Circle

2-5

PICK

GT Jams®
Beat Club

Music Time

Merry Musical

Instruments for Everyone to Play Along
GTJams® percussion instruments allow you to create musical play
experiences on your playground for children of all abilities. Add them to
a play system or as a freestanding musical play area to bring people of
all ages together in creative expression.

Inclusive Music and Auditory Play
Our GT Synth® musical and auditory sound panels feature touchsensitive switches that activate sounds and music with the slightest
contact. It’s a sound addition to your inclusive play area for children and
adults who have limited fine motor skills.

GTJams is a great way to add ground-level, accessible play activities
to your playground. Request a copy of the GTJams Playbook at
gametime.com/gtjams.

GT Synth®

Car Sounds Panel
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Farm Animals Panel

Truck Sounds Panel

Train Sounds Panel

Electronic Drums

Electronic Bass Guitar

Electronic Synthesizer

Electronic Guitar

Electronic Keyboard
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MOTION PLAY

INCLUSIVE BENEFIT

Sensory Spinning SeatTM
High back molded seat with handles and front
pommel design helps children maintain a
neutral body position while spinning.
Available for order with five point safety belt.

INCLUSIVE BENEFIT

Inclusive Sky Run® Zip Track
Provide children of all abilities the sensation of
flight on the playground. Promotes vestibular
stimulation and cooperative, social play.
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MOTION PLAY

2-5

PICK
2-5 Zero-G Chair

Whirlin’ Robin

Rockin’ Robin

Our Robin eggs are cozy spots that are perfect places to retreat from
the noise of the playground. Whirlin’ Robin rocks back and forth and
side-to-side. Rockin’ Robin rocks back and forth.

Roller Table

5-12 Zero-G Chair

Zero-G® Chair

Freestanding tactile, sensory-rich play experience

Make any playground more inclusive
with our high back molded swing seat
with locking harness.

Merry-Go-All®
• Fully accessible, forward-facing design
• Provides sensory-rich spinning experience
and social, cooperative play
• Easy to grasp handles on the outside and
turning table on the inside
•Available with five point harnesses for
additional upper body support

Add GT
SensorsTM! See
gametime.com/
sensors for
sensor options.

Rocks back and forth!

Rock ‘N Raft®
Add an inclusive motion activity for people
of all ages and abilities. Designed to
accommodate up to six passengers, including
individuals seated in mobility devices.

Arch Swing
Roller Slide
A unique sensory sliding experience.
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Arch Swing is large enough for multiple users,
provides a calming sensation, and is a favorite
for people of all ages and abilities.
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GROUND LEVEL PLAY
See, feel, discover and play.
• Soft, colorful and whimsical materials provide
a sequence of multisensory experiences

INCLUSIVE BENEFIT

Sensory StationsTM
Unique textures, playful shapes and
vibrant colors provide an immersive
sensory experience. Open-ended play
promotes exploration and discovery
for people of all ages and abilities.

• Non-tethered suspended elements provide
proprioceptive experiences for children to
develop motor control and planning, and
include auditory response when moved
• Visually appealing elements apply gentle
pressure as children pass through

Sensory Whirlpool™

• Open ended play allows children to enter and
exit the structure from any point and create
unlimited ways to explore and discover

Ground Level Play that Integrates the Senses
Our new ground level Sensory StationsTM offer visual, auditory,
tactile, vestibular and proprioceptive experiences. Studies show
integration of the senses provide significant developmental benefits
for people of all ages and abilities.
Watch a video at gametime.com/sensorystation.

Sensory Waterspout™
Sensory Car Wash™

SENSORY SEATING

INCLUSIVE BENEFIT

Sensory Droplet SeatsTM
Who knew sitting down could be so much
fun? These new comfy seats complement
the design of our Sensory Stations, and make
great balance pods, ground level climbers
and seating areas for resting and socalizing.
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Cozy spaces, playful places.
Our new Sensory Seating
provides a unique tactile
experience, creates a cozy place
for people to gather and offers
a jump-in point for children to
engage in play when ready.
TM

Waterfall Bench
with Back

Waterfall Bench
with Droplets

Waterfall Bench
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DEMONSTRATE

INCLUSIVE PLAY

LEADERSHIP

Inclusive Playgrounds Build Inclusive
Communities
Communities who design inclusive play
spaces according to best practices are
eligible for National Demonstration Site
status by PlayCore.
Learn more at
gametime.com/nds
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Imagination Station
“Love the new playground!”
			-Casey H.
“The playground is a great
place for kids and parents!”
			-Rocio G.

Havens Gardens Park
“Such an honor to be a part of this
special day at Havens Gardens Park.”
		
-Josh H.

Godwin Coppage Park
“These are the moments you realize
play has no limits.”
			-Kent C.

Kade’s Playground
“My three year old son is autistic. The Expression
Swing is a big bonus for a kiddo who loves to
swing but usually avoids eye contact.”
			-Ronda S.

@gametimeplay

Communities are Talking
About Inclusive Play
Each of these communities is a
National Demonstration Site for
inclusive play. Achieving national
recognition for your commitment
to inclusion gets attention, and gets
people talking.

Hugh MacRae Park
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“The new play structure for children
of all abilities is a shining example
of a welcoming park for all.”
			-Loretta R.

Request information on how your
community can apply
to become a National
Demonstration Site at
gametime.com/nds.
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Cleveland Civitan Inclusive Park

Lakefront Park

Riverside Park

Chessie’s Big Backyard

If you’re ready to break down
barriers, unite your community and
create a space that demonstrates
your leadership and commitment
to inclusive play, call the
GameTime representative in your
neighborhood at 800-235-2440
or visit gametime.com/nolimit

PLAY HAS NO LIMIT.
Ormond Beach Sports Complex
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800.235.2440 | gametime.com

